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* dream, and who art devoid and independent of body, senses,
mind, intellection, life, and egoism; and who dost reside in
the heart of every entity from the lowest stratum of Nature
to the resplendent Brahmat the top of the creating or the
evolving principle. Conaest thou out from the heart of the
universal nature, and takest thy abode in the midst of thy
created image, thou supreme deity f Dost thou make this
image imbued with U^y perfect absolute soul, both its inside
and out. Takest thy abode in this image, assuming the body
of material essence to the length of eight fingers, endow-
ed with an epithet* (20—22). Having thus invoked in the
image, the supreme Brahma, the culminating stage of all light
and knowledge, and who is one and absolute in the uni-
verse, and having thus made the same imbued with the
universal soul by uttering the pranava mantra (Om)5 (23),
the priest should arouse him up and make him hear. The
ce-emony of Sannidhya Karana (act of bringing the god
near) consists in the act of telling the mantra by touching
the heart of the image. The priest should read out the
Vedic mantra known as the Purusha Shukta, and tell in
secret the following mantra (24). I make obeisance to
thee, O Vishnu, thou lord of the gods, whose soul is perpe-
tual felicity arisen out of its own perpect nature, and whom
the universe acknowledges-as its supreme lord. Knowledge
and science are thy two embodiments, O Lord, who dost
follow the energies of the Supreme Brahma. I bow unto
thee, O Vi&hnu, who art the original and disembodied spiri-
tual being without any change or modification, and whom the
three virtues such as Sattwa, Raja and Tama can never affect.
Do*t thou approach this image who art the most magnani-
mous spirit. Wake tip in this image with thy embodiment of
knowledge and al! thy lotus flowers or divine energies, con-
in this orx; receptacle of the image (25-^-27). After
* See note*

